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Hello! I’m Shannon and I’m not that serious! I’m the founder, 

illustrator and designer behind Seriously Shannon.

I started Seriously Shannon in 2015 in my hometown, Mesa, 

Arizona. Last year I took the business on the road in my 

recently renovated vintage motorhome! I’m still based in 

Arizona for the cooler months, snowbird style.

My design style is combination of my hand-lettering, fun 

illustrations, and lots of color. 

All of my paper goods are designed, printed and constructed 

from my tiny home studio. I hope to spread a little joy and fun 

through my products! 

Please contact me with any questions. 

Seriously Cool Paper Goods
Seriously Shannon is a line of fun, goofy, and colorful greeting  

cards and paper goods created by designer Shannon Slocum  

aimed at delivering humor and fun through illustration.

Website / seriouslyshannon.com           email / seriouslyshans@gmail.com           Phone / 480.266.4501



birthday & Congrats

$2.25 each

• Digitally printed on A2 cardstock paper • 4.25x5.5 inches • Blank inside

• Logo on back • Comes with white envelope and sealed in a plastic sleeve

trip around the sun birthday
GC1001

catnip birthday
GC1003

i hope it’s a gas birthday
GC1005

Noise birthday
GC1086

party animal birthday
GC1085

birthday monday
GC1080
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BIRTHDAY MONTH
GC154

bigfoot birhtday
GC176

Birthday Suit
GC193

March Belated birthday
GC180

Birthday Shoutout
GC192

gerdy 30
GC158

Pimple popping birthday
GC177

cult belated birthday
GC181

tappy birthday
GC159

butte birthday
GC156

doomed birthday
GC178

Alien Birthday
GC191

birthday wishes
GC160

dollar birthday
GC157

no filter birthday
GC1087

Kitty Litter Birthday
GC182

Greeting Cards

wine mouth
GC1081 old soul

GC1088
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no gift 
GC1012

Cult Valentine
GC200

you & me
GC1013

Mushrooms Valentine
GC201

zig to my zag
GC1014
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you two best ever
GC1015

love

plato love quote
GC1017

lost without you
GC1016

my brain on you
GC1020

plant one on me
GC1018

tying the knot
GC1092

lock of hair
GC1091

snow excited
GC1008

all of my love
GC1136

horse wedding
GC183

Life Valentine
GC199

great combination
GC1137

diaper changing champion
GC1010

new kind of love
GC1011

Diaper Cake
GC196

on a roll
GC1009

Champagne congrats
GC1090

arcade birthday
GC1122

chill birthday
GC1123

no tomorrow
GC1124
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grand canyon birthday
GC1007

monumental birthday
GC1089

souper birthday
GC1125

gnarly birthday
GC1006
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cows birthday
GC1002

blowout birthday
GC155

fun-filled birthday
GC1004



podcast
GC1142

mail hug
GC1029

You 2020
GC202

colonoscopy
GC184

time spent with cats
GC1030

boop
GC1034

fuck everything
GC1035
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to live
GC1032

don’t let it phase you
GC1033

ALL OCCASION

rumi- the light
GC1042

you’re not alone
GC1036

que sera sera
GC1040

mediterranean diet
GC1135

all occasion

sports team
GC1128

blue skies ahead
GC1138

CBD
GC185

end of the world
GC1093

crossed paths
GC1139

goat yoga
GC1145

rubik’s cube
GC1143

vision board
GC1144

jorts season
GC1132

6 7

i decant even
GC1094

mash
GC1019
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dontation
GC1133
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8 ball graduation
GC1024

stupid outfit graduation
GC1027
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teachers graduation
GC1026

what’s next graduation
GC1025

graduation

con-graduations
GC1028

good news bad news
GC1043

fart
GC1044

too long
GC1098
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in the loop
GC1097

thumbs up
GC1096
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buck
GC1095
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pangaea
GC1039

keep learning
GC1037

giraffe - too cool
GC1083

how ya bean?
GC1082
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midnight oil
GC1141

this too shall pass
GC1031

ghost hunting
GC1100

#1 in my book
GC1127
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Deja fucking vu
GC1126

you’re my rock
GC1129

future
GC1130

broken heart
GC1131
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Cult Rent
GC171

flowers for you
GC1140

Gift Card
GC186
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 easter • mother’s day • father’s day
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notecards & thank yous

arches  pattern
GC165
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cute flower pattern black
GC169

cute flower pattern blue
GC170

blue black pattern
GC167

thanks petals
GC161

blue black flowers
GC166

thanks tulips
GC163

thank you blue black
GC168

thank you color burst
GC164
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LOL Mother’s Day
GC198

Happy Easter Pal
GC197

keys mother’s day
GC1073

Mom Palindrome
GC195

macaroni mother’s day
GC1074

best mom
GC1075

fine print mother’s day
GC1076

fan father’s day
GC1022

dad bod father’s day
GC1021

Dad Palindrome
GC194

dope ass dude
GC1023



Art Prints

• Digitally Printed on cardstock paper • Prints include a sturdy chipboard backing  

and are sealed in a plastic sleeve • Three sizes available: 5x7”, 8x10” and 11x14”

5x7: $7     8x10: $10     11x14: $14

time spent with cats
p1047

desert shapes
p1082

large flower #3
p1087

ocean shapes
p1083

large flower #1
p1085

mountain shapes
p1084

large flower #2
p1086

pangaea
p1049

this too shall pass
p1048

rumi - the light
p1050
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to live
p1054



human being
p1062

fart
p1065

keep learning
p1061

the only reason for time
p1059

que sera sera
p1057

looking for a sign
p1055

blue skies ahead
p1077

cute flower pattern black
p1079

flower pot
p1078

cute flower pattern blue
p1080

do re mi
p1052

to live
p1054

i like this place
p172

live for today
p1051

wakin’ up
p1053

Arizona Themed
Cards & Prints

Dry Heat - Black
GC1071
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Dry Heat -  orange
GC1072
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Dry Heat - Black 
p1069

Dry Heat - ornage
p1070

grand canyon birthday
GC1007

monumental birthday
GC1089
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PLACING AN ORDER
Orders may be placed via e-mail. Please e-mail 
seriouslyshans@gmail.com to place an order.

MINIMUMS

Order requirements:

Opening order: $100

Re-order: $75

Quantity Requirements:

Single greeting cards: 6 per style

Art prints: 3 per style

Payment 
Payment may be made by credit card or PayPal. All payments 
must be processed before your order is shipped.

Shipping
Our standard turnaround time is 1-3 weeks. Your order may 
be shipped sooner if all of your items are in stock. You will be 
notified of the turnaround time when your order is placed. If 
you need an order by a specific date, please let me know and 
I’ll do my best to accommodate you.

Orders are shipped via USPS. Shipping costs are calculated by 
weight and will be added to your invoice upon acceptance of 
your order. 

RETURNS
Refunds are given upon proof of damaged items within one 
week of delivery.

PACKAGING
All cards include a white envelope and are packaged in a clear 
plastic sleeve.

Art prints include a sturdy kraft chipboard backing and are 
packaged in a clear plastic sleeve.

Price List
Greeting cards: 2.25

Art Prints 
5x7: 7.00

8x10: 10.00

11x14: 14.00

13x19: 15.00

Contact

Website / seriouslyshannon.com

email / seriouslyshans@gmail.com

Phone  / 480.266.4501

Instagram / @seriouslyshannon

Facebook / facebook.com/seriouslyshan
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